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Abstract

large numbers of false positives for AP MS), to inference
through computational methods, ranging from data mining
the literature (see, e.g., [23, 13, 1]) to inferring the evolutionary history of networks from present observations [10, 46,
47, 34]. (Makino and McLysaght [22] present a thorough
discussion of evolutionary approaches in the case of PPI
networks.) A variety of databases, with vastly different
levels of curation and annotation, store these networks, some
with the aim of gathering all plausible interactions, others
focused on interactions obtained through speciﬁc methods.
An early ﬁnding about regulatory and PPI networks
was the presence of modularity [14]: these networks do
not have similar connectivity at every vertex, but instead
present a higher-level structure consisting of well connected
subgraphs with less substantial connectivity to other such
subgraphs. Modularity is now viewed as one of the main
characteristics of living systems [37]. While some of
the models devised for networks lead automatically to
the emergence of modules within the network [39], these
models are purely generative—increasing the size of the
network at each step; moreover, the types of modular
structure they create have not been compared to those
found in biological networks. Recently, we proposed an
evolutionary model for PPI networks, NEMo, that explicitly
takes modularity into account [45].
In this paper, we take two additional steps to further our
understanding of modularity in PPI networks and of suitable
evolutionary models that support this modularity. In the ﬁrst
step, we conduct an extensive study of PPI networks for
six model species across many public databases, in order
to identify any commonalities in network structure across
the databases and, as appropriate, across model species. We
show that, after ﬁltering out interactions (edges) of lower
conﬁdence, we can identify a number of structural features,
both at the level of the entire network and at the level of
individual modules, that extend across both species and
databases. These structural features can then be taken as references in our second step, in which we compare them with
comparable features produced by existing network models

Networks are often used to represent interactions in biology. Databases store many such networks, observed or
inferred. Generative models have been proposed for various
biological networks; for PPI networks, current models are
based on duplication and divergence (D&D): a node is duplicated and inherits some subset of the connections of the original node. An early ﬁnding about biological networks was
modularity: these networks present a higher-level structure
consisting of well connected subgraphs with lower connectivity to other subgraphs. While D&D models generate networks with a modular structure, there has been no comparison of these modular structures with those in the databases.
We study the PPI networks of six model organisms across
six databases to uncover commonalities in network structure
so as to compare D&D models with our module-aware
model NEMo. By restricting our data to high-conﬁdence
interactions, some shared structural characteristics (beyond
the presence of modules) can be identiﬁed among the
six species and six databases. When comparing these
characteristics with those of the networks produced by
D&D models and NEMo, we further ﬁnd that NEMogenerated networks come much closer to the PPI networks
stored in databses.
We conclude that modularity in
PPI networks takes a particular form, one that is better
approximated by the module-aware NEMo model than by
models that do not take modularity into consideration.

1

Introduction

Networks are commonly used to represent key processes
in biology. The network is typically a graph, directed
or undirected, where edges or arcs represent interactions
and vertices represent actors or targets. Current methods for building such models range from experimental
determination of speciﬁc interactions (expensive and timeconsuming), through high-throughput experimental methods such as afﬁnity-puriﬁcation mass spectrometry (AP
MS)) [25] (which suffer from large error rates, such as
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as well as by our NEMo model, in order to characterize
how well these various models do in generating the type
of structure and modularity observed in PPI networks. We
show that NEMo, a model that explicitly takes modularity
into account, comes much closer to producing these same
structural features than current models (all of which operate
strictly at the node and edge level).

2

for each vertex. The higher level is “module-aware,” in the
sense that interactions can be partitioned into “within module,” “between modules,” or “unrelated to modules,” where
modules are dynamically reconﬁgured during evolution using a clustering algorithm, thereby allowing implicit events
such as birth, death, splitting, and merging of modules.
Such a model requires the identiﬁcation of modules within
a network and the extraction and quantiﬁcation of some
high-level attributes that can be used to measure similarity.
Methodologies used in much of the work on the identiﬁcation of functional modules [9, 7, 2] are not applicable here,
as we deal with an anonymous graph, not with annotated
proteins. We rely in part on clustering algorithms (to detect
clusters, which we regard as potential modules, within
the graph) and in part on matching high-level attributes of
actual PPI networks and using these attributes to measure
drift in the course of evolution. There are several families of
clustering algorithms used in the biological domain. In this
study, we use mainly ClusterOne [27], a graph clustering
algorithm that allows overlapping clusters that has proved
useful for detecting protein complexes in PPI networks,
and a Markov clustering algorithm, MCL [8, 11, 41], which
ﬁnds the clusters by iterative ﬂow simulation.

Background: Evolutionary Models

All evolutionary models to date are based on the addition
or removal of the basic constituent elements of the network:
vertices (proteins) and edges (pairwise interactions). Most
of the recent models are based on duplication followed by
divergence, denoted D&D [32, 4], in which a vertex (gene)
is duplicated and inherits some randomly chosen subset of
the connections of the original vertex. (Since the copy of the
gene could initially produce much the same proteins as the
original, it would enter into many of the same interactions.)
D&D models are favored because most evolutionary biologists view gene duplication (single gene, a segment of genes,
or even the entire genome) as the most important source of
diversiﬁcation in genomic evolution [28, 21].

2.1

D&D models

3

D&D models consider both speciation and gene duplication events. Following a speciation event, interactions
(edges) can be gained or lost with speciﬁed probabilities.
A duplication event duplicates all interactions of the
original copy, but some interactions for both the original
and the duplicated copies are immediately lost with some
probability.
The duplication-mutation-complementarity
(DMC) model [24, 26, 42] forbids the simultaneous loss
of the same interaction in the original and in the copy and
allows the duplicated gene to gain a direct interaction with
the original gene. The DMR (random mutation) model [38]
allows the introduction of new interactions (not among
those involving the original vertex) between the duplicate
vertex and some random vertices in the network.
D&D models give rise to modular structures. However,
the type of modular structure that results from these models
has not been characterized nor compared to the structure observed in PPI networks. (In addition, D&D models are generative models, working in scenarios of unrestricted growth:
no edge deletions are allowed other than those that occur as
part of a vertex duplication, and a vertex gets deleted only
indirectly, if and when its degree is reduced to zero.)

2.2

3.1

Materials and Methods
PPI networks in current databases

As we showed in a previous paper [45], PPI networks for
the same species can vary enormously from one database to
the next. In particular, databases, such as STRING [40], that
seek to amass as many interactions as possible, have very
little in common with databases, such as HPRD [31], that
are manually curated for a single organism. Fortunately, the
more inclusive databases also offer a conﬁdence score for
their entries; previous experience indicated that restricting
the entries to those with high conﬁdence scores led to a
subnetwork much more in line with those of other databases.
For such databases, we use both the full network and a
subnetwork consisting of only high-conﬁdence entries.
We work with six databases, some of which include
several data sources. We chose six model organisms that
are represented in most of these databases: E. coli, S.
cerevisiae, C. elegans, D. melanogaster, M. musculus, and
H. sapiens. Our data sources are thus the following:
STRING: The full STRING database [40] aims to provide
a global perspective for as many organisms as feasible,
tolerating lower-quality data and computational predictions,
and thus including many inferred indirect interactions
(which we view as false positive entries). STRING provides
an evidence score for each interaction; we chose a high
threshold of 900 to ﬁlter out as many indirect and lowquality interactions as possible.
HPRD: The manually curated HPRD [31] database
maintains the PPI network for just one species, H. sapiens,

NEMo

In a previous paper [45] we introduced NEMo, a two-level
model with modularity for PPI networks that includes both
growth and reduction operators and explicitly models the inﬂuence of modularity on network evolution. The lower level
is based on the DMC model, but allows random mutations
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Table 1: PPI networks in various databases.

Table 2: General characteristics of the six PPI networks in
various databases.

Species

S900

H

M

Pa

Ph

Da

Dc

Fj

Fb

E.c.
S.c.
C.e.
D.m.
M.m.
H.s.

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

and gives the network with the fewest false positives.
MAGNA++: In the paper describing the MAGNA++
algorithm [36] for global network alignment, the authors
use a testbed with PPI networks for H. sapiens (9’141
proteins and 41’456 interactions) [33], for E. coli (1’941
proteins and 3’989 interactions) [30], and for S. cerevisiae
(2’390 proteins and 161’277 interactions) [6].
HitPredict:
This database stores experimentally
determined protein-protein interactions with reliability
scores [20, 29]. Nearly all entries are assigned a conﬁdence
score ”Low” or ”High”, thus deﬁning a complete dataset,
Pa , and a high-conﬁdence subset, Ph , respectively.
DIP: The manually curated Database of Interacting
Proteins (DIP) [35] stores experimentally determined
interactions between proteins with conﬁdence annotations.
We use the full dataset, Da , and the set of entries assigned
conﬁdence value “core,” Dc .
FunctionalNet:
www.functionalnet.org collects
probabilistic functional gene networks for a small number
of species. We take the HumanNet [16] for H. sapiens, the
Wormnet [17, 18] for C. elegans, and the YeastNet [19] for
S. cerevisiae. The database provides full networks of all
interactions, Fj , and benchmark sets, Fb .

Source

#nodes

#edges

#clusters
Cluster1

#clusters
MCL

#clusters
MCL1.8

E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
M.m.
C.e.
D.m.
H.s.
E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
M.m.
C.e.
E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
M.m.
C.e.
E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
M.m.
C.e.
D.m.
E.c.
S.c.
H.s.
M.m.
C.e.
D.m.
S.c.
H.s.
C.e.
S.c.
H.s.
C.e.

S900
S900
S900
S900
S900
S900
H
M
M
M
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Ph
Da
Da
Da
Da
Da
Da
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Dc
Fj
Fj
Fj
Fb
Fb
Fb

3’251
5’162
10’974
10’020
6’232
6’946
9’673
1’941
2’390
9’141
3’351
6’019
16’637
5’011
5’011
2’512
5’218
14’213
5’064
3’093
2’940
5’176
4’873
2’331
2’749
7’011
1’433
2’409
4’671
331
2’226
634
5’808
46’243
15’139
4’172
5’369
5’178

14’555
68’190
118’803
125’427
62’512
62’423
39’198
3’989
16’127
41’456
20’239
84’740
155’616
12’135
12’135
9’407
60’248
135’718
12’117
7’328
12’261
22’975
7’750
2’577
4’171
23’262
2’126
5’300
7’336
2’577
189
706
362’421
476’399
993’367
81’953
270’704
626’342

470
686
1’131
872
615
732
2’104
381
309
1’671
170
10
3’418
1’002
919
575
982
2’983
897
574
802
1’091
1’054
558
543
1’877
500
436
1’023
558
80
161
10
33
81
430
366
178

600
564
1’219
1’117
791
1’004
2’424
908
460
3’771
915
178
858
1’049
1’184
731
178
625
983
191
908
1’229
1’072
683
726
2’223
570
521
1’214
683
130
180
593
3’370
1’545
204
163
77

524
409
956
925
661
873
1’965
760
425
3’130
607
89
479
1’002
919
942
125
360
827
652
810
967
1’072
616
541
1’885
528
455
1’048
616
84
163
97
2’014
968
75
146
168

run ClusterOne, we set the minimum size of a cluster to 1,
the minimum density within a cluster to half of the global
density of the network, and no penalty. Singleton nodes with
no module membership are counted as individual modules
of size 1. While the numbers of identiﬁed clusters can vary
quite a bit between the three versions, they are strongly
correlated.

Table 1 shows which species is represented in which
database. Throughout this paper, S900 stands for the dataset
with conﬁdence scores at least 900 in the STRING database,
H for HPRD, M for MAGNA++, Pa and Ph for HitPredict,
Da and Dc for DIP, and Fj and Fb for FunctionalNet.

3.2

Species

Clustering algorithms

3.3

Modules are computed from the network through
clustering, using two clustering algorithms: ClusterOne
and MCL. ClusterOne [27] allows overlapping clusters and
requires every cluster to meet or exceed a density threshold;
we used half of the network’s overall density as a (fairly
modest) threshold. MCL [8, 11, 41] is a Markov clustering
algorithm that ﬁnds clusters by iterative ﬂow simulation
and is tuned through an inﬂation parameter that enhances
the contrast between well connected and poorly connected
subgraphs, strongly inﬂuencing the number of clusters
returned by MCL [5]. We use both the preset inﬂation value,
2.0 (MCLde f ) and that recommended in [5], 1.8 (MCL1.8 ).
Table 2 shows how many clusters each algorithm found
in the networks in the various databases and versions. To

Measures

We reuse the measures introduced in our NEMo paper [45]. We compute these measures both on the entire
network and on individual modules. In addition, we introduce a version of the Gini coefﬁcient [12] to measure
the unevenness of distribution of neighborhood sizes (the
number of nodes within a certain radius—we chose a radius
of two edges). We plot these measures to look for power
laws and other distributions and compare plots across data
sources and across species in order to discern general similarities across species or databases. Similarity here refers
to structural and topological features such as modularity and
connectivity: we need to compare networks very different
in size and composition and so cannot use tools such as
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network alignment methods. The six measures we compute
both for the entire network and for each module are:
Cluster Coefﬁcient (CC): The CC is based on triplets of
vertices. A triplet is open if connected with two edges,
closed if connected with all three edges. The CC is just the
ratio of the number of closed triplets divided by the total
number of (open or closed) triplets [44].
Graph Density (GD): the ratio of the actual number of
edges to the number of possible edges.
Fraction of Edges Inside (FEI): the fraction of edges
contained within modules. We expect it to be high since
PPI networks are made of highly connected substructures
that have only few connections to vertices outside the
substructure[3, 43, 15].
Diameter (�): the length of the longest simple path in the
graph.
Average Shortest Path (SPM): the average of all pairwise
shortest paths in the graph.
Gini coefﬁcient (Gini): If household i has a yearly income
of xi , then the Gini coefﬁcient of the population is given by

Figure 1: FEI over # E/#M plots across all data sources.

∑ni=1 ∑nj=1 |xi − x j |
G=
2n ∑ni=1 xi

in the number of clusters found by the same algorithm for E.
coli on the various databases, going from 16 clusters among
4’145 nodes in STRING to 1’151 clusters among 3’351
nodes in HitPredict—values that again differ by around two
orders of magnitude. As we are interested in commonalities,
we must keep in mind the effects of size on what we observe.
The plots in Figure 1 provide a visualization of some of
these measures in the various databases and versions.
The global clustering coefﬁcient (CC) ranges in
[0.03, 0.45] overall, with just one exception (the benchmark
set of FunctionalNet), with a much narrower range for most
databases. Networks in S900 have a CC in [0.39, 0.45] across
all six species; in HitPredict the range is [0.05, 0.30] for Pa
and [0.08, 0.43] for Ph ; in DIP the range is [0.02, 0.16] for Da
and [0.08, 0.28] for Dc ; and in the full set of FunctionalNet,
the range is [0.22, 0.24]. In contrast, the range for the
benchmark set of FunctionalNet is [0.74, 0.89].
The fraction of edges inside (some module), or FEI,
depends somewhat on the clustering algorithm, but typically
stays within a small range. Using the MCL algorithm (with
or without inﬂation) gives rise to clusterings with very
similar FEI values across the species, while the values for
ClusterOne tend to be somewhat larger, but also within a
small range. For instance, for the six species in S900 MCLde f
gives FEI values in [0.55, 0.75], MCL1.8 in [0.63, 0.81],
and ClusterOne in [0.64, 0.91]. A similar pattern holds for
HPRD and the MAGNA++ networks, but the values are
much lower for the networks in HitPredict, possibly because
HitPredict is good at excluding indirect interactions that
simply shortcut paths through transitive closure.
In contrast, the Gini coefﬁcient, while always fairly high,

For our use in studying modularity we deﬁne the “income”
of a node as the degree of the node plus the sum of the
degrees of its immediate neighbors.

3.4

Simulations

The ﬁnal part of our paper compares networks generated
under various models with the common structural features
discovered in the study of the PPI databases. We run a
standard D&D model as well as two versions of our NEMo
model, the normal version where the modular structure
is re-evaluated during the evolution of the network and a
deliberately crippled one in which no such re-evaluation
takes place. We vary the number of steps, the interval
between re-evaluations of the modular structure, the size of
the networks, and the initial networks, along with some of
the parameters of the NEMo model that affect the balance
between inter- and intra-module events. Speciﬁcs of these
parameter settings are given in the discussion of results.

4
4.1

The Structure of PPI Networks
Global PPI network structure

The very large differences in size among the databases
for the same network are striking: the STRING database
has well over 4 million edges for the human PPI network,
whereas the HPRD database has fewer than 40’000,
or less than 1% of the number in STRING. This large
discrepancy illustrates why testing models or inferences
against databases must be done with great care. For
instance, simply clustering the graph has pitfalls, as shown
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Figure 3: Histograms of the max degree, number of nodes,
and number of edges all follow a power law.

databases for three different organisms, yet all clearly follow
a power law. (The other possible histograms are all similar.)
Once again, however, some measures do not show much
commonality: the Gini coefﬁcients for modules, while
generally smaller than their corresponding value for the
entire network, show no clear pattern, nor does graph
density. For the distribution of the latter two features, see
Figure 6 and 7 in Section 5.2.

Figure 2: diameter over graph density, across all data
sources.
shows a nearly uniform distribution between 0.5 and 1
across the instances: it is very high in S900 , around 0.8; in H
and M around 0.7; in P: between 0.46 and 0.7. (Observe that
the Gini coefﬁcient changes only negligibly for the ﬁltered
networks: although a ﬁltered network has fewer edges, the
removal of edges also disconnects poorly connected nodes,
which consequently disappear from the ﬁltered network
and thus no longer contribute “poor” individuals to the Gini
computation.)
The diameter is assumed to anticorrelate with the graph
density as Figure 2 supports, but of course it depends
on the nature of the network structure provided by the
source. Across databases and species, it lies in [9, 25].
For some databases, there exists only little variance
between the full and ﬁltered set as in HitPredict and
FunctionalNet: the full set Pa the diameter ∈ [9, 14] vs
graph density ∈ [0.0007, 0.001], while in the ﬁltered set Ph
has diameter ∈ [8.13] vs graph density ∈ [0.0009, 0.005];
for FunctionalNet the diameter of Fb ([8, 9]) is a subset of
Fj ([6, 12]). S900 seems to have relatively small variance
in diameter [13, 22] with graph densities in [0.002, 0.005].
Interestingly, in DIP the core data Dc show a larger variance
in diameter [5, 26] than the full Da with [11, 25] with a
similar density range [0.0006, 0.003].

4.2

5

Simulation Results and
Comparison

Once we have identiﬁed common structural features in the
PPI networks, we can use them as references in our second
step. We compare them with comparable features produced
by existing network models as well as by our NEMo model,
in order to characterize how well these various models do in
generating the type of structure and modularity observed in
PPI networks. We let networks evolve under the commonly
used 1-layer D&D model and our 2-layer, module-aware,
NEMo model. We then subject the resulting networks to a
global and modular feature analysis.
In a ﬁrst test, we let the D&D model and our NEMo
model start with a random network of roughly 500 nodes
and run for 2’000 steps. The NEMo model reclusters the
network after every 500 steps to update the decomposition
into modules. Note that, while 2’000 steps run with D&D
results in 2’000 evolutionary events, 2’000 steps run with
NEMo can result in a different number of evolutionary
events, depending on the parameters.
All networks are clustered at the end of the simulation
with (1) MCLde f , (2) MCL1.8 , and (3) ClusterOne with
minimum size of a module ”1”, a modular density of at least
1
2 of the global density, and no penalty. We compare the
values from the generated networks with the values from the
database networks to assess their closeness. To investigate
the impact of module-awareness in models, we run the
NEMo simulations with two values of the parameter that
controls the inter- vs intramodular exchange and evolution.

Modular PPI network structure

Given the very large number of data points here, our
interest shifts from commonality in values to commonality
in behavior with respect to simple variables such as cluster
size. Here again, some similarities are apparent. For
instance, Figure 3 plots on a log-log scale the histograms
of three different basic attributes of modules computed by
three different clustering algorithms from three different
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5.1

Global structure of simulated networks

The clustering coefﬁcient was highlighted as one of the
global measures that showed consistency across the PII
networks in the databases. The NEMo networks, while
producing values in the range of [0.1, 0.15] that are lower
than the database networks, come much closer than the
D&D networks, which produce very small CC values in the
range of [0.0009, 0.01] and suffer from high variance.
The Gini coefﬁcients, while varying without clear pattern,
were consistently at or above 0.5 for the database networks.
The NEMo networks produce smaller Gini values in a much
tighter range around 0.4, while the D&D networks produce
even smaller values in an even tighter range around 0.35.
D&D and NEMo both evolve networks with fairly
high diameters compared to the PPI networks: the D&D
networks have diameters in [14, 21] (with one outlier)
with graph densities in [0.004, 0.007], while NEMo’s have
diameters in [22, 31] with graph densities in [0.001, 0.006],
both features mostly anticorrelated to each other. With
NEMo, diameters can double within one run, although
reclustering the network during the process with MCL
inﬂation parameter 1.8 reduces the diameter.
The main observation here is that both NEMo and
DMC indeed show similar structure to the real-world PPI
networks, although NEMo gets closer in most of the cases.

5.2

Figure 4: The modular max degree distribution of some
D&D networks.

Figure 5: The modular edge distribution of NEMo networks
evolves into a power law.

Module-aware simulation of network
structure

The module-aware level of NEMo derives its power from
its ability to distinguish intermodular from intramodular
events. NEMo uses this power in a minimal way, by
assigning slightly different probabilities to the two classes
of events. The distinction between the two classes of events
could be used to a much larger extent, but our results show
that this minimal intervention, consistent with a slight
selective pressure to preserve modularity while allowing
modules themselves to adapt, sufﬁces to create a signiﬁcant
difference in the types of networks produced.
We compare the plots of the maximum degree distribution
of two randomly chosen D&D evolved networks, in Fig 4,
with NEMo evolved ones, in Fig 5. In Fig 4 each row
represents the same network sample, while each column
represents the modular results reclustered with ClusterOne,
MCLde f , and MCL1.8 , respectively. In the sequence of
NEMo evolved networks as shown in Fig 5, a power law
of modular edge distribution shapes up in the process, a
trend that can also be observed in other modular feature
distributions (node distribution, max degree distribution,
etc.). Some observed distributions are less clearly shaped,
such as those for the modular density and Gini coefﬁcients,
as shown in Fig. 6 (Gini) and Fig. 7 (modular density).
Nevertheless, the distribution plots consistently show the
same result: networks evolved using NEMo come closer to

the database networks than those using D&D models.

Figure 6: The modular Gini distribution for: (1) C.elegans
in DIPall , (2) H.sapiens in HPRD, (3) D&D sample network,
(4) NEMo sample network.

Details
For simulations we run the D&D one-level model
and the two-level NEMo with two parameter settings.
The parameters can be grouped into three classes: the
probabilities for a node duplication event with subsequent
divergence (qcon , qmod , and qnew ), the general probabilities
of an evolutionary event (pgainn , plossn , pgaine , plossn ), and
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the development of generative and evolutionary models for
PPI networks. In that spirit, we tested a standard duplication
and divergence (D&D) model, along with our own, moduleaware, NEMo model, to ascertain how close these models
come to reproducing the reference features extracted from
PPI networks. Our results provide strong evidence that a
suitable model needs to work at a more global level than
individual nodes or edges, as NEMo easily outperformed the
D&D models in these tests. Further work includes inverting
the NEMo model for inference and parameterizing it to suit
a particular organism so as to recover ancestral information.

Figure 7: The modular density distribution for: (1)
C.elegans in Dall , (2) H.sapiens in HPRD, (3) D&D sample
network, (4) NEMo sample network.
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